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Group looks to promote 3D in the home
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formed aimed at speeding the adoption of
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3D entertainment in the home. The
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3D@Home Consortium is a non-profit alliance

According to the alliance, the value of
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are capable of showing HD-quality
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founding companies is a testament to the
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To achieve this objective, the group is
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More information can be found at

The group said it aims to work will
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to-point type of services. "It's something
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However, Keeley believes that SDV is "two
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place where UPC already has an on-demand
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EMEA, said the vendor was talking to

CSI was told by one vendor at the Cable

that would come and be an upgrade path of
our VoD platforms, perhaps to start offering

to three years away from the European

Congress that Telenet is thought to be

all our services as well as curing the

market" with major moves not expected until

trialling SD\/, but this is unconfirmed.

bandwidth problem. But we don't see a

the next decade.

At our roundtable, UPC's CTO Eric Lennon

He pointed to the fact that only now are
we seeing the first deployments of SDV

pressing need to cure our bandwidth issue

said the view his company has on SDV is

so we're not testing the technology in the

that it's a good fit to consider putting in a

field at the moment," he said.
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